
Journalling can do more than just describe 
the photos. It can, as an alternative:

jump start with a listjournalling 

got out Xmas pudding recipe: HOW much rum?
squashed all into car to supermarket: bedlam!

delighted when Susie dragged me out for a coffee
frustrated because missed parcel delivery. Again.

blooming foggy morning
car wouldn’t start - got RAC out

took kids to park - reluctantly
wrote cards - slowly (nicer with a Martini!)

find Christmas lights/spare bulbs  P
holly wreath for front door O (need holly!)

J        L Xmas prep.

J        L work

first lot of icing - too thin, fell off sides of cake
pile of tinsel shredded by Muffy (drat that dog!)

day’s events
in telegraphese

add an adverb 
for mood

day’s activities
plus a reaction

begin a list with 
the feeling

the to-do list 
plus notes 

draw a  scale for 
how things went

off-stage: what 
the photos omit

The  what?  list

The  how?  list

x
x

 add extra detail - things not visible in the photos
 be about something entirely different, leaving the
 photos to tell their own story of the day
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jump start with a listjournalling 
Lists can have more than one format to 
keep visual interest, Each item can:

Simon - brilliant in school concert and very chuffed 
with himself. Forgot gym kit AGAIN!
Josie - Anna’s party, lovely in new silver dress.
Wanted hair in French plait - boy, do I need practice.

Neighbour Jim, taking in the bins
Mum, long phone call, worried about Grandad
Sophie, manager, work rota - I need  day off!

8.15 Katie mithering about tree decorations + lights
10.30 Found box in garage. Spare bulbs gone awol.

2010 Advent candle buried in drawer. Made it out by 9th.
2011 Candle burning nicely at tea-time every day from 1st.

Now: my bag has a list of lists and a packet of ibuprofen
Then: battered satchel, blue-lined jotter, sherbet fountain

info on family
members

the people you 
interacted with
during the day

preface items 
with times:

contrast this 
year with last

compare with 
childhood

The  who?  list

The  when?  list

begin on a new line, as traditional, with a bullet-point, 
star or any other motif or shape, or a brad
run on in a continuous paragraph form, with each 
item separated by a bullet point etc. or by a short 
vertical line
be in a stream of consciousness style, with commas 
or a few dots inbetween items
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